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1. After a secret gets out, this character’s husband “felt that the spirit of evil and deceit... had possession of
him,” causing his involuntary rudeness towards her. After that, this character frequents the house of Princess
Betsy and refuses a divorce to keep her 8 year old son, who is disturbed by her affair. She confesses her love
for a man to her husband after that man falls in a (*) steeplechase, and this character’s broken back is compared
to that of the horse Frou-Frou. This character appears in a novel that opens with describing her brother, Stiva,
cheating on Dolly, stating “each unhappy family is unhappy in its own way.” For 10 points, name this character, the
lover of Count Vronsky, who commits suicide by jumping in front of a train in a work by Leo Tolstoy named for her.
ANSWER: Anna Arkadyevna Karenina <AT, World Literature>

1. A group of women who fought against this dictator used the underground name Las Mariposas and became a
symbol of feminist resistance. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this dictator, nicknamed El Jefe, who was responsible for the Parsley Massacre. His order to assassinate
those aforementioned women is believed to have led to his own assasination 6 months later in 1961.
ANSWER: Rafael Leónidas Trujillo Molina
[10] Given the name Las Mariposas, this group of four women, Patria, Minerva, María Teresa and Dedé opposed
Trujillo’s regime. This group inspired the International Day for the Elimination of Violence against Women.
ANSWER: Mirabal sisters (accept Las Hermanas Mirabal)
[10] Name this Carribean country that the Mirabel Sisters were from, which Trujillo was the dictator of. This
country is ruled from Santo Domingo.
ANSWER: Dominican Republic <AT, World History>

2. This thinker described love as being transitory by nature in an essay where she attacks an author’s
character of Sophia as being a woman who “ought to sacrifice every other consideration to render herself
agreeable to him.” This writer criticized Jean Jacques Rousseau’s treatise Emile in that work, which wrote
after reading Talleyrand’s 1791 speech where he claimed that women only needed a (*) “domestic education.”
This thinker advised mothers how to breastfeed in her Thoughts on the Education of Daughters and her most famous
work argues that women should be educated in a rational manner. For 10 points, name this feminist philosopher who
authored A Vindication on the Rights of Women.
ANSWER: Mary Wollstonecraft <GB, Philosophy>



2. This character takes two hundred dollars from his wife’s shirt to buy a chicken and macaroni dinner for his
coworkers. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this character that plays checkers and drinks Coca-Cola with the protagonist in Eatonville before the two
elope and move to the Everglades.
ANSWER: Tea Cake Woods [accept either; Tea Cake, Vergible Woods]
[10] Janie Crawford shoots Tea Cake Woods after he contracts rabies at the end of this novel by Zora Neale Hurston.
This Harlem Renaissance classic details Janie’s spiritual growth as a woman during the Jim Crow South.
ANSWER: Their Eyes Were Watching God
[10] In Their Eyes Were Watching God, this specific plant symbolizes Janie’s sexual awakening and independence.
Janie watches a “dust-bearing bee sink into the sanctum of a bloom” of this plant before kissing Johnny Taylor.
ANSWER: a pear tree [prompt on partial] <AY, American Literature>

3. A song by this artist asks the listener to “tell [her] don’t so [she] can crawl back in” after she declares “one
look from you and I would jump off from this ledge.” A song by this artist with the lyrics “But I’m writing
this at 3 AM” is sung by Marceline on the show Adventure Time. A 2018 single by this artist asks the listener
to (*) “give her one good honest kiss” before repeating the title several times, and, in another single from a different
album, this woman sang about how she couldn’t help being the titular person “for an all-American boy.” For 10
points, name this Japanese-American artist of songs like “Francis Forever” and “Your Best American Girl” whose
2018 album Be The Cowboy features the single “Nobody.”
ANSWER: Mitski [accept Mitski Miyawaki] <GB, Other Trash>

3. She was the first American woman to earn a PhD in Chemistry and is known for her work on Beta Vulgaris. For
10 points each:
[10] Name this woman, also the first woman to have her work published in the American Chemical Journal. While
teaching in Nebraska, she introduced a beet sweetening agent as a sugarcane substitute.
ANSWER: Rachel Holloway Lloyd
[10] Lloyd wrote her dissertation on the high-temperature conversion of these organic compounds into aromatic
amines. These weak acids consist of hydroxyl groups bonded to an aromatic ring and are easily alkylated.
ANSWER: Phenol
[10] This element with atomic number 7 forms the base of an amine, and is then bonded with up to 2 Hydrogens,
denoting the amine primary, secondary, or tertiary.
ANSWER: Nitrogen <AT, Chemistry, Science>

4. Rosalyn Yallow developed the first radioimmunoassay to assay this substance in humans. That method
relied on competitive binding of this substance to plasma samples. It’s not penicillin, but Dorothy Hodgkin
developed techniques of X-ray crystallography for 35 years to determine the structure of this biomolecule.
That structure consists of A (*) and B chains joined by disulfide bridges formed after excising the C-peptide. This
hormone is opposed by glucagon and decreases blood sugar levels. For 10 points, name this hormone normally
produced by beta cells in the pancreas which is taken to treat diabetes.
ANSWER: insulin <AT, Bio, Science>



4. This woman’s painting Palm Sunday, which depicts a young brunette holding a plant, was recovered in 2004 and
is now displayed in the Colombes History Museum. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this model known for her small stature and bright red hair. A painting that used her as a model features
her in a pose reminiscent of Titian’s Venus of Urbino whilst a Black servant offers her a bouquet.
ANSWER: Victorine Meurent
[10] That painting, Olympia, drew public outcry because the flower in Meurent’s hair and her jewelry identified her
as working in this profession. Another work by that artist, Nana, depicts a high-class woman in this profession.
ANSWER: prostitutes [accept sex workers]
[10] Meurent was a favorite of this French artist, for whom she modeled for paintings such as Luncheon on the
Grass along with Olympia.
ANSWER: Eduoard Manet <GB, Visual Fine Arts>

5. The speaker of this poem describes herself as “the pure gold baby/that melts to a shriek” before describing
a cake of soap and a wedding ring. After rocking shut “as a seashell”, the speaker of this poem states that
“they had to call and call” before people pick worms off of her “like sticky pearls.” Lines describing “a
smiling woman” who “like the cat has nine times to die” appear in this poem before the speaker states that
dying is (*) “an art” that she “does exceptionally well.” This poem that describes the speaker’s skin as “bright as a
Nazi lampshade” opens with the lines “I have done it again. One year in every ten I manage it.” For ten points, name
this poem by Sylvia Plath, whose title figure rises “out of the ash” “with her red hair” and “eats men like air.”
ANSWER: “Lady Lazarus” <Angel, American Literature>

5. This actress stares at the camera and announces, “Welcome to Jurassic World,” breaking the fourth wall in her
first scene in the movie Jurassic World. For 10 points:
[10] Name this actress who plays Claire Dearing, the operations manager of the new Jurassic World park. In 2019,
she made her film directorial debut with Dads, a documentary about celebrity fathers, including her own.
ANSWER: Bryce Dallas Howard
[10] Critics who call Jurassic World sexist compare Claire Dearing to Ellie Sattler, the female lead of this 1993
movie prequel to Jurassic World, and first movie in its namesake franchise, directed by Steven Spielberg.
ANSWER: Jurassic Park
[10] At the end of Jurassic World. Claire releases this dinosaur, the park’s main and most popular attraction, to fight
the Indominus, a hybrid dinosaur whose base genome was that of this other dinosaur.
ANSWER: Tyrannosaurus rex <LG, Other>

6. One of these particles was first observed through proton-antiproton collisions at the Tevatron collider.
While at Fermilab, Melissa Franklin helped discover that particle of this type, which exhibits an unusually
high Yukawa coupling to the Higgs field. During the November Revolution, another particle of this type was
discovered bound to its antiparticle in a J/psi (*) meson. These particles have two-thirds or negative one-thirds
charge and due to color confinement, these particles cannot exist in isolation. For ten points, name these particles
that compose hadrons and have flavors such as top, down, and charm.
ANSWER: quark [accept up, down, top, bottom, strange or charm quark] <EK/AZ, Physics>



6. This story ends with the protagonist smoking his final cigarette before throwing the empty pack into the fire. For
10 points each:
[10]Name this short story in which Nat Hocken comes to the realization that everyone in his neighborhood has
perished after finding the body of his boss Mr. Trigg.
ANSWER: “The Birds”
[10] This Cornish author of “The Birds” wrote about an unnamed narrator being pressured to live up to the deceased
title character at the estate of Manderley in the novel Rebecca.
ANSWER: Daphne du Maurier
[10] Du Maurier’s novel Rebecca is in this genre. The American author Flannery O’Connor often wrote in the
“Southern” version of this genre.
ANSWER: Gothic fiction <GB, European Literature>

7. In a novel by this author, Kiki is gifted the expensive Haitian painting Maitresse Erzulie at the funeral of
Carlene, which is contested by the Kipps family. Childhood friends Natalie and Leah investigate the murder
of Felix Cooper in another novel by this author. A character attempts to hang a portrait of the the Hindu
revolutionary (*) Mangal Pande in the pub O’Connell’s in a novel by this author of On Beauty, in which the
characters Millat and Joshua oppose the Futuremouse project as members of the groups FATE and KEVIN. For 10
points, name this author of NW who wrote about Archie Jones and Salam Iqbal in White Teeth.
ANSWER: Zadie Smith <GB, European Literature>

7. Many were astonished when this woman was left off the 1957 Nobel Prize in Physics. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this physicist who in 1956 established parity symmetry violation by observing the asymmetric beta-decay
of cobalt-60 atoms.
ANSWER: Chien-Shiung Wu [or Wu Chien-Shiung or Wu Jianxiong]
[10] Wu’s observations were a result of this fundamental force’s parity violation. Parity is conserved by gravity, the
electromagnetic force, and the strong nuclear force but not this fourth force.
ANSWER: weak nuclear force [or weak interaction]
[10] Wu’s experiment was prompted by the “Tau – theta problem” concerning the two different decay modes of plus
variety of these particles observed by Rosemary Brown. These mesons contain a strange quark or antiquark.
ANSWER: kaons [or K meson, accept K+ (K-plus) meson] <AZ, Physics, Science>

8. While performing with the Hot Peaches, this woman became known as the “Mayor of Christopher Street”
and for her hand-made flower crowns. A five day sit-in at Weinstein Hall prompted this woman to co-found
an organization which helped homeless youth. She became known as a “mother” in that organization,
founded with (*) Sylvia Rivera and named STAR. This woman’s middle name stood for “pay it no mind” and she
was a founder of an organization which organized a 1970 march, the first of its kind. That organization, the Gay
Liberation Front, was a key player in the response to a violent police-raid in which this woman “threw the first
brick.” For 10 points, name this activist, drag queen, and key figure of the Stonewall Riots.
ANSWER: Marsha P. Johnson (prompt on Johnson) <EK/AT, American History>



8. This work states that “we are the only animal species in which the female depends on the male for food.” For 10
points each:
[10] Name this 1898 treatise which argues that women are dependent on men not only through sex-relation but also
through the title concept.
ANSWER: Women and Economics
[10] This author of Women and Economics may be better known for depicting an all female utopia in the novel
Herland.
ANSWER: Charlotte Perkins Gilman
[10] Gilman describes the sex relation between men and women as a factor in an evolution preceded by this word.
This word describes a “contract” in the title of a 1762 work by Jean Jacques Rousseau.
ANSWER: social <GB, Social Science>

9. One character on this show shaves her head after believing she started a lice outbreak, actually started by
another woman’s daughter. A script writer and actress for this show made her on screen debut playing a
character who slaps her boss after he repeats the line “Try my googie-googie”. Another woman on this show
throws her cat Bandit into the ceiling while escaping a (*) fire, which was later announced as a false alarm. That
character divorces State Senator Robert Lipton after his homosexual affairs are revealed. A woman on this show
attends art school in New York before being proposed to in a gas station by Jim. For 10 points, Angela Fisher and
Pam Beesly worked at the Dunder Mifflin Paper Company in what 9 season-long NBC mockumentary?
ANSWER: The Office <AT, Other Trash>

9. Though none of this woman’s compositions survived, letters from her brother praising them indicate that she was
a composer in addition to being a performer. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this sister of Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart. Many of her brother’s works were sent to this woman for
review or written for her to perform.
ANSWER: Nannerl Mozart ]Accept Maria Anna Mozart or Marianne Mozart, prompt on Mozart]
[10] Until 1769, Nannerl toured Europe playing this instrument, which she was taught by her father Leopold when
she was seven. Her talents on this instrument were praised by audiences, and she was often sought after to perform.
ANSWER: harpsichord (prompt on keyboard)
[10] The Notebook for Nannerl Mozart was written mostly by Leopold and contained exercises with this type of
numerical musical notation, used to indicate chord tones off of a bassline for harpsichord.
ANSWER: figured bass [accept thoroughbass] <AT, Auditory Fine Arts>

10. This woman was almost kidnapped by the Count of Nantes, but she evaded capture and instead demanded
to marry his brother. According to later accounts, this woman’s luggage may have been responsible for
causing the Battle of Mount Cadmus, which occurred during the Second Crusade. For supporting her son
Henry’s revolt, this woman was imprisoned by her husband for sixteen years, until she was freed by her other
son (*) Richard. She was possibly responsible for creating a court that oversaw romantic disputes, the “Court of
Love,” and she attracted significant controversy for marrying Henry II only eight weeks after her marriage to Louis
VII was annulled. For ten points, name this duchess and Queen consort of both England and France.
ANSWER: Eleanor of Aquitaine (prompt on Eleanor) <CJ, History European>



10. The photographer Itakura takes pictures of dolls made by one of these characters, Taeko. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this family. Two members in this family, Sachiko and Tsuriko, spend the novel they appear in searching
for a suitor for a third member of this family, Yukiko.
ANSWER: the Makioka family
[10] The novel The Makioka Sisters is set in this country. The poet Yosano Akiko wrote many tanka, a style of
poetry that originated in this country along with haiku.
ANSWER: Japan
[10] In The Makioka Sisters, Taeko falls in love with Itakura after he saves her from one of these events. Maggie and
Tom Tulliver reconcile as they die in one of these events in the George Eliot novel The Mill on the Floss.
ANSWER: flood <GB, World Literature>

11. A man who founded a namesake school in this discipline said about it “it is purely a female thing. It is
woman.” A woman who held the highest position in a company named for this discipline was criticized for
her last name because she was Native American, and she opened a company named for this discipline in (*)
Chicago. A “flying machine” was  used in this discipline to give the illusion of flying, and Anna Pavlova was
credited for creating the first reinforced shoes for this discipline, used in steps like fouettes. For ten points, works
such as the Sleeping Beauty and the Nutcracker are written for what discipline of dance?
ANSWER: Ballet [prompt on “dance”] <EK, Other Fine Arts>

11. In humans, this chemical acts as an endocrine disruptor and likely carcinogen. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this pesticide which was banned in the United States in 1972 due to environmental concerns. It is best
known for inhibiting calcium uptake in bird shells, leading to thinning and cracking.
ANSWER: DDT [Accept Dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane]
[10] This marine biologist and author alerted to the dangers of DDT in her book Silent Spring, which began the
modern American environmental movement.
ANSWER: Rachel Carson
[10] The publication of Silent Spring led Carson to join to communities of scientists who wanted to replace
pesticides with this technique, which utilizes predation and parasitism from other organisms.
ANSWER: Biological pest control [or biocontrol] <AT, Other Science>

12. Project Lightspeed, lead by Özlem Türeci, developed one of these things. These products are surrounded
by selectively positively charged lipid nanoparticles for protection. Another woman involved in creating one
of these products helped solve the CryoEM structure of a particular (*) spike protein. Kati Kariko discovered
that substituting N1-methylpseudouricine for uricine increased the effectiveness of these products. These products
are faster and easier to produce than their inactivated or attenuated alternatives, with similar reactogenicity. For ten
points, name these medical tools that use a single-stranded nucleic acid to induce an immune response.
ANSWER: RNA vaccine (accept mRNA vaccine, prompt on COVID-19 vaccine and vaccine by asking “what
kind?”) [the woman not named is Kizzmekia Corbett]



12. The Italian designer Elsa Schiarapelli worked with Salvador Dali to design a Surrealist-inspired one of these
articles of clothing emblazoned with a lobster. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this article of clothing. Coco Chanel drew inspiration from Givenchy to design a now-classic black one
of these pieces of clothing.
ANSWER: dress [do not accept or prompt on “skirt”]
[10] Chanel is also known for designing a famous pink suit for this woman who pioneered a namesake “o” dress
design. This woman wore that pink suit, stained with blood, to the inauguration of Lyndon B. Johnson in 1963.
ANSWER: Jacqueline Bouvier Kennedy [accept Jackie Kennedy and Jackie Onnanis]
[10] This African-American designer was left uncredited for her design of Jacqueline Kennedy’s wedding dress in
1953. She designed for many high profile figures such as the Rockerfellers and the Roosevelts.
ANSWER: Ann Lowe <GB, Other Fine Arts>

13. This ruler’s 1644 victory at the Battle of Ngoleme was a result of her captured sister disclosing the
enemy’s plans and acquisition of firearms in exchange for tribute. A result of high class military education,
this woman’s strategic brilliance included advising her brother against being baptized and combining her
heritage with that of the (*) Imbangala. This woman’s first role was as an ambassador in Luanda, after which she
was baptized Anna de Sousa. This ruler used guerilla tactics to fight against Bento Cardoso’s plan of depopulating
her country using the slave trade. This ruler defeated and branded Queen Mwongo for power over Matamba. For ten
points, which ruler allied with the Dutch against the Portuguese and ruled over Ndongo in modern day Angola?
ANSWER: Nzinga (accept Anna de Sousa before read) <EK, World History>

13. In 2020, Forbes ran an article titled “What Do Countries With The Best Coronavirus Responses Have In
Common? Women Leaders.” For 10 points, name the following female heads of state.
[10] This Finnish politician of the Social Democratic Party is the world’s youngest-serving prime minister. All five
party leaders of her coalition government are women.
ANSWER: Sanna Marin
[10] This first female president of Taiwan led the Democratic Progressive Party to a landslide victory in 2016
against the conservative Kuomintang, on a platform of preserving Taiwan’s democracy from Chinese intervention.
ANSWER: Tsai Ing-wen
[10] In 2014, this German chancellor became the longest-serving incumbent head of state in the European Union,
although she announced in 2018 that she would not seek a fifth term as leader of the Christian Democratic Union.
ANSWER: Angela Merkel <Liz, Current Events>

14. A work of this type contains themes from the Sonata No 32 in C minor, Tempest, and Waldstein, and was
subtitled “Homage to Beethoven.” That work is by Joan Towers. The second movement of a work of this type
includes an extended solo, a Romance for (*) Cello. A third work of this type in C-sharp minor was dedicated to
the "Valkyrie” of the featured instrument, Teresa Carreño. That work, the first of this type of work by an American
female composer, is by Amy Beach. Felix Mendelssohn conducted the premiere of one of these pieces in A minor,
which was written by Clara Schumann. For 10 points, name this type of piece which features a solo instrument
accompanied by an orchestra.
ANSWER: Piano Concerto <AT, Auditory Fine Arts>



14. Credited with 309 kills and nicknamed Lady Death, Lyudmila Pavlichenko is the most successful female sniper
in history. For ten points:
[10] Although Pavlichenko was initially encouraged to become a nurse, she instead joined this country’s Red Army
during World War II.
ANSWER: Union of Soviet Socialist Republics (accept Soviet Union, DO NOT accept or prompt on Russia)
[10] It’s not the Siege of Odessa, but Pavlichenko was wounded by a mortar shell during this year-long battle.
Another major battle with this name was the main objective of the Crimean War.
ANSWER: Siege of Sevastopol
[10] Alexandra Rashchupkina enlisted in World War II to operate these vehicles. Mariya Oktyabrskaya wrote to
Stalin requesting he name one of these vehicles Fighting Girlfriend and appoint her as the driver-mechanic.
ANSWER: Tank <CJ, European History>

15. During this dynasty, the author of Lessons for Women completed a history of this dynasty’s “former”
period and Confucius's “Three Submissions” stated women must always obey a man in their life. Its first
empress, Lu Zhi, arranged the brutal murder of the concubine Lady Qi in order to ensure the succession of
her son, and she had married this dynasty’s founder before his rebellion against the Second (*) Qin Emperor.
The aforementioned author, Ban Zhao’s brother, led military expeditions against the Xiongnu in this dynasty. The
Yellow Turban Rebellion occurred in this dynasty in 184 AD. For 10 points, name this second imperial dynasty of
China that shares its name with the country’s majority ethnic group.
ANSWER: Han Dynasty (accept Hanchao) <TGN, World History>

15. For 10 points each, name these ancient Mesopotamian goddesses.
[10] This sumerian goddess’s servants include Neti and Namtar. This wife of Nergal once forced her sister to remove
a piece of clothing at each of seven gates to enter the underworld.
ANSWER: Ereshkigal [Accept Irkalla]
[10] Ereshkigal’s sister was this Mesopotamian goddess of love and war. This goddess traveled to the underworld to
rescue her husband Dumuzid and later sent the Bull of Heaven to earth in the Epic of Gilgamesh.
ANSWER: Ishtar [Inanna]
[10] This Sumerian mother goddess changed her name from Ninmah after her son Ninurta created the mountains.
This goddess created 8 plants after she rescued her daughter Uttu from being raped by her consort Enki.
ANSWER: Ninhursag (accept Damgalnuna or equivalents) <Angel, Mythology>

16. A poem titled for the song of this entity describes the “ Old Woman Census-Taker,” “Anti-Mother of the
World,” and “People-Collector... sniffing at newborns, smelling for milk.” The speaker of a poem titled after
this entity “leaves singing [her] lovely revenge”after “scatter(ing) bits of earth and rose dust” and“lower(ing)
[a] body to the sunny, poor earth. That poem begins with the line(*) “From the icy niche where men placed you”
and is dedicated to the poet’s lover Romelio Ureta. This entity knows “no haste” in a poem in which the speaker puts
away “[her] leisure” for this entity’s “civility”. Gabriela Mistral wrote sonnets titled after, for 10 points, what entity
who “kindly stopped” for the reader in an Emily Dickinson Poem?
ANSWER: death [accept “Song of Death , Sonnets of Death and “Because I could not stop for death”] <GB,
World Literature>



16. Though this woman is most famous for instructing Paul Jennings to save a portrait of George Washington from
the White House when it was burned, she actually had a lot of influence on politics. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this woman who served as the unofficial first lady during the presidency of Thomas Jefferson and was
known for her diplomatic skills by both Federalists and Republicans.
ANSWER: Dolley Madison [prompt on partial answer]
[10] Description acceptable. Dolley was a pioneer of cooperation in this kind of system in Congress through her
“squeeze” parties. Washington warned against this system tearing down the Republic in his farewell address.
ANSWER: Bipartisan System [accept equivalent descriptions, Accept two party system, prompt on partial answer]
[10] Dolley Madison was a member of this Christian denomination before converting to marry James Madison,
known as the “Society of friends.”
ANSWER: Quakers <AT, American History>

17. This goddess's husband pushed a boulder to block the entrance of the underworld after she sent the God
of Storms to chase him. As this goddess’s son couldn’t stand, he was sent to sea on a boat of reeds and became
the god of luck and fishermen. This goddess’s husband performed a cleansing ritual after seeing this her (*)
maggot-covered body in the underworld. Her son’s deformity was due to this goddess speaking first after meeting
her mate on the other side of the Pillar of Heaven. With her male counterpart, this goddess used the heavenly spear
to churn the ocean and create Onogoroshima island. For 10 points, name this Japanese goddess of creation and
death, the wife of Izanagi.
ANSWER: Izanami <TGN, Religion>

17. This story arc ends with the couple Irene and Annakiss offering the child Emporio a ride in their car. For 10
points each:
[10] Name this sixth installment in the series Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure that centers on the protagonist Jolyne trying
to recover the stand and memory discs of her father from the priest Enrico Pucci.
ANSWER: Jojo’s Bizarre Adventures: Stone Ocean [prompt on partial answer]
[10] The majority of Stone Ocean is set in one of these facilities named after Green Dolphin Street. Jolyne is sent to
that one of these facilities after being framed for and found guilty of vehicular homicide.
ANSWER: prison [accept jail]
[10] The characters and stands in Jojo’s Bizarre Adventures are known for having music-themed names. Jolyne is
named after the Dolly Parton song and her stand “Stone Free” is named after this artist’s song of the same name.
ANSWER: Jimi Hendrix <GB, Other>

18. One woman who works to solve this issue criticized an Adani Group contract to continue operating the
Carmichael mine. That woman was Luisa Neubauer. A 2019 “awareness tour” by an activist for this issue
increased the global phenomenon of flygskam (*) or flight shame. That activist for this issue stated “humanity is
now standing at a crossroads” and famously asked world leaders, “how dare you?” at a United Nations Action
Summit for this crisis. The aforementioned woman has organized school strikes about this issue. For 10 points,
Fridays for Future was organized by Greta Thunberg to raise awareness about what environmental issue?
ANSWER: Climate crisis [Accept equivalent answers like climate change and global warming] <AT, Current
Events>



18. The central figures of this novel flee their modern house in Johannesburg after a civil war ends apartheid. For ten
points each:
[10] Name this novel in which the Smales take refuge in their servant’s village, which ends with Maureen running
towards an unmarked helicopter.
ANSWER: July’s People
[10] July’s People is a novel by this South African author. In “Burger’s Daughter” she wrote of the title character’s
reckoning with her father Lionel’s membership in the South African communist party.
ANSWER: Nadine Gordimer
[10] As Maureen runs towards the helicopter, which either contains her “saviours or murderers,” she hopes for an
end to this term, describing a transitory state between two regimes.
ANSWER: interregnum <NN, World Literature>

19. On Broadway, this character is currently played by Arielle Jacobs and was originated by Courtney Reeds.
This character describes a “wondrous place” with an “endless diamond sky” in one number. A 2019 movie
gave a song to this character in which actress (*) Naomi Scott sings the line “All I know is I won’t go
speechless.” The singing voice of this character was chosen for a 1992 movie due to that actress’s role of Kim in
Miss Saigon. That actress is Lea Salonga, and she was featured in songs like "These Palace Walls" and “A Whole
New World.” For 10 points, name this Disney Princess who flies on a magic carpet with her love interest, Aladdin.
ANSWER: Jasmine <LG/AT, Writer’s Choice, Fine Arts>

19. Mullah Fazlullah became the leader of this group in 2013, which has claimed responsibility for attacks like the
2016 Bacha Khan University attack and 2014 Peshawar school attack. For 10 points each:
[10] Name this terrorist group which has broken up into the Ahrar-ul-Hind, Jamaat-ul-Ahrar, and South Waziristan
factions. A similarly named group in a neighboring country was once led by Mohammed Omar.
ANSWER: Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan [Accept TTP or Pakistani Taliban, prompt on Taliban by asking “in which
country”]
[10] This author of a self-titled autobiography became the youngest laureate of the Nobel Peace Prize in 2014 for her
activism for female education and human rights, especially against the Pakistani Taliban.
ANSWER: Malala Yousafzai [Accept either name]
[10] Malala’s early activism included writing a blog for the BBC while her hometown, located in this district, was
seized by the Taliban. The Pakistani government regained the area in the second battle of this district.
ANSWER: Swat District <AT, World History>

20. This figure is told to “stop sitting around” and to “take a ride in a Ford pickup” in a 1977 Ford Pickup
commercial. Richard Mosely made engravings of a painting of this figure and a painting of Thomas Carlyle
imitating the pose of this woman. A eight-foot tall statue of this woman was created by the Ashland Boy’s
Association in 1938. In the painting this woman originally appears in, she sits below an etching of the (*)
Black Lion Wharf made by the artist. This woman is depicted in a black dress with her hands folded in her lap in
that painting titled Arrangement in Grey and Black No 1. For 10 points, name this family member of the artist James
McNeil Whistler.
ANSWER: Anna McNeil Whistler [accept Whistler’s mother] <GB, Visual Fine Arts>



20. In a New York Times editorial, this actress declared, “I am the first Asian woman to appear on the cover of
Vanity Fair. My real name is Loan.” For 10 points:
[10] Name this actress whose role as Rose Tico in The Last Jedi made her the first woman of color to play a leading
character in the Star Wars franchise.
ANSWER: Kelly Marie Tran
[10] Tran voiced the first ever Southeast Asian Disney princess in this 2021 film. Other Asian-American actresses
involved in this film include Gemma Chan as Namaari and Awkwafina as Sisuu.
ANSWER: Raya and the Last Dragon
[10] Native speaker KZ Tandingan sings the “Gabay,” the first Disney song in this Southeast Asian language, on the
soundtrack of Raya and the Last Dragon.
ANSWER: Filipino [Accept Tagalog] <LG, Writer’s Choice, Trash>


